West of England
Economic Briefing
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Executive Summary
This briefing summarises the current state of the economy in the West of England, giving an indication of the
key issues facing workers and businesses. This analysis draws on regional and national data, and uses faster
indicators where possible to illuminate current conditions.
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0.7%. This pre-pandemic recovery came earlier than the Bank of England and OBR forecast in November
and October respectively.
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A. Overview: Growth in November brought output above its
pre-pandemic levels
§ UK monthly Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was estimated to have grown by 0.9% in November 2021 compared to the previous
month. This was stronger than the 0.4% expected by economists
§ This brought output above its pre-pandemic level (February 2020) for the first time, by 0.7%.
§ However, GDP is likely to have decreased in December due to the Omicron variant response.
UK monthly GDP in November 2021 was 0.7% above what it was in February 2020
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A. Overview: GDP continues to recover and is expected to get
back to its pre-pandemic level at the start of 2022
§ Temporary supply disruption weighs on output in the near term. However, UK GDP continues to recover and the Bank of England
projects it to get back to its 2019 Q4 pre-pandemic level in 2022 Q1. Thereafter, the pace of expansion eases.
§ The Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) also states that output this year has recovered faster than it expected in March 2021.
The economy is now expected to grow by 6.5% in 2021; 2.4 percentage points faster than predicted in March.
§ In line with the Bank of England’s projection, the OBR also now expects the economy to regain its pre-pandemic level around the
turn of the year; some months earlier than predicted in March.
§ Note: There remains considerable uncertainty in these forecasts. Bank of England fan charts show the projections based on the
probability that it thinks they will occur, reflecting the degree of uncertainty.
Bank of England chart: GDP projection based on
market interest rate expectations, other policy
measures as announced

OBR chart: Monthly real GDP outturns and near-term forecast

Source: Bank of England Monetary Policy Report, November 2021, OBR Economic and fiscal outlook, October 2021
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A. Overview: Unemployment is falling, but some near-term
increase is expected due to the end of furlough scheme
§ The unemployment rate is continuing to fall, although it is remains above its pre-pandemic level. Both the Bank of England and
OBR expect some near-term pick-up in unemployment due to the end of the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (furlough).
§ However, the faster recovery in output and employment together with the record levels of vacancies have led the OBR to lower
their forecast for near-term unemployment compared to the March 2021 forecast. The OBR expects the unemployment rate to
peak at 5.2% in the fourth quarter of 2021; some 1.3 percentage points lower than predicted in March 2021.

Bank of England chart: Unemployment projection
based on market interest rate expectations, other
policy measures as announced

OBR chart: Unemployment rate

Source: Bank of England Monetary Policy Report, November 2021, OBR Economic and fiscal outlook, October 2021
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A. Overview: Most sectors are back to pre-pandemic levels of
output
The chart below shows the impact on Gross Value Added (GVA) in certain sectors of the economy at a UK level. Many sectors
have experienced a drop in economic output since February 2020, but some have been more adversely impacted than others. The
three hardest hit sectors experienced an increase in activity after March 2021. The accommodation & food sector is now around
pre-pandemic levels, and the arts, entertainment & recreation sector is now 11% above pre-pandemic levels. However, the other
services sector is still 21% below pre-pandemic levels.
Note: The other services sector is made up of SIC codes 94, 95 and 96 which include: activities of membership organisations; repair of computers and personal and
household goods; and hairdressing and beauty treatments.

Source: ONS GDP estimates, November 2021
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B. Business and consumer activity: Increased cancellations and
decreased turnover during the Christmas period
§ Retail sales volumes rose by 1.4% in November 2021. Volumes were 7.2% higher than their pre-coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic February 2020 levels. (ONS estimates of retail sales)
§ The proportion of retail sales online fell to 26.9% in November 2021, its lowest proportion since March 2020
(22.6%). However, still higher than the 19.7% in February 2020 before the coronavirus pandemic. (ONS
estimates of retail sales)
§ Just over one-fifth (21%) of businesses reported increased cancellations from customers in the period 13
December 2021 to 9 January 2022. This was even higher in the other service activities industry (64%) and the
accommodation and food service activities industry (44%). (Business insights and impact on the UK economy)
§ In the period 13 December 2021 to 9 January 2022, nearly a third (32%) of all currently trading businesses
reported to have experienced a decrease in turnover compared with normal expectations for this time of
year. This was even higher in other service activities (64%) and the accommodation and food service activities
(60%). (Business insights and impact on the UK economy)
§ Of not permanently stopped trading businesses, 16% reported experiencing global supply chain disruption in
the last month, with the percentage highest in the manufacturing industry (35%). (Business insights and
impact on the UK economy)
7

B. Business activity - new business start-ups down and
appointment of liquidators around average
§ On average there were 428 new business start-ups per month in the West of England for the September to November 2021
period. This is down compared to a monthly average of 575 new business start-ups for 2019. (Bank Search Consultancy data).
§ On average there were 49 companies per month in the West of England which had liquidators appointed in the October to
December 2021 period. This is similar to a monthly average of 45 companies per month in 2019. (The Gazette).

Source: Bank Search Consultancy data, The Gazette Insolvency notices
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C. Labour market: December unemployment benefit claims
are about the same as November

An estimated 2.5% of the region’s population of 16-24 year olds claimed out
of work benefits in December 2021, below the figure for England (4.6%).
All four unitary authorities in the West of England saw a spike in the number
of claimants in April and May 2020. There has been a fall in claimants since
March 2021. There are now 8,635 more claimants in the West of England than
there were in February 2020.

Working age residents claiming unemployment related
benefits (%)
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Nov 2021

Nov 2021

Dec 2021

Dec 2021

Number

%
workforce

Number

%
workforce

Bath and North East
Somerset (BANES)

3,185

2.5

3,110

2.5

Bristol City

13,715

4.3

13,530

4.2

North Somerset

3,780

3.0

3,720

3.0

South Gloucestershire

4,225

2.4

4,060

West of England Total

24,905

3.3

24,410

4
3
2
1

Bath and North East Somerset

Bristol, City of

2.3

North Somerset

South Gloucestershire

3.3

West of England

England

Source: Nomis Labour Market Profile, PAYE Real Time Information, Labour market overview, UK (18 January 2022)
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§

PAYE data shows that the number of employees on a payroll (seasonally
adjusted) in December 2021 in the UK is estimated to exceed February 2020
levels by 1.4%. When compared to November 2021 the figure has increased
by 0.6% (183,696 employees).

§

Ap
r20

§

The percentage of people claiming out of work benefits in December is the
same as November. However, in absolute terms the number of claimants fell
by 495. The end of the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (furlough) has not
led to an increase in the number of people claiming out of work benefits.

Other measures of unemployment data help give a wider picture:
§ The UK unemployment rate was estimated at 4.1% (for September to
November 2021), 0.1 percentage points higher than before the pandemic,
but 0.4 percentage points lower than the previous three-month period.

b20
20

§

The below table shows the number of people claiming out of work benefits.
Approximately 3.3% of the region’s workforce claimed benefits in December
2021 (24,410 people). This is lower than the figure for England (4.6%).

Fe

§
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C. Labour market: Vacancies continue at a high level
§ According to the Labour Insight regional job postings, average monthly vacancies in the region over the past 3 months have been 107%
higher than average monthly vacancies in 2019. However, recently there was large decrease of 30% between November and December.
This is similar to the decrease seen for the Christmas period in 2019.
§ Data from the ONS suggests that the number of job vacancies in the UK between October to December 2021 rose to a record high of
1,247,000. Vacancies rose by 33,000 (2.7%) compared to the previous quarter.
Note: Job postings levels and associated analytics are highly sensitive to the web-scraping tool used. Analysing trends rather than totals is therefore advised.
Note: Any differences between the two datasets is likely in part due to different data collection methods and the type of data (total job postings is a “flow” of
new job postings, whilst the survey data is a “stocktake” of open vacancies).
Number of vacancies in the UK (seasonally adjusted) ONS Vacancy Survey
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Source: Labour Insight (regional job postings), Labour market overview, UK (18 January 2022)
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D. Mobility: Retail and recreation activity was relatively level
before Christmas, but fell after Christmas
§ Retail and recreation activity started December
slightly higher than November; average daily
activity 5.0% down versus 7.2% down on prepandemic levels.
§ Activity remained relatively level after the
announcement of Plan B, neither falling sharply
nor experiencing a pre-Christmas boost.

Level compared
with Jan-Feb 2020

§ After Christmas activity fell. For January 2022 so
far, average daily activity in the region is 26%
down on pre-pandemic levels.
§ Over the last month (14th December to 13th
January), Bristol and B&NES have experienced
lower activity compared to North Somerset and
South Gloucestershire- see the below table.
Local authority

Retail and recreation
activity daily average
for the last month

B&NES

21% down (on prepandemic)

Bristol

27% down

North Somerset

14% down

South Gloucestershire

11% down

Source: Google Community Mobility Reports (13 January)

Note: Some Google Mobility data is missing for Bath & North East Somerset and North Somerset
between 17th August 2020 and 16th September 2020.
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D. Mobility: Footfall in Broadmead remained strong

§ Throughout December and January,
footfall in Broadmead has remained
above the level at the same time in
2019, just dipping slightly below in the
week after Christmas.
§ Footfall increased in absolute terms in
the three weeks between 28th
November to 18th December, and then
fell in the three weeks after between
19th December 2021 and 8th January
2022.

Source: Broadmead BID
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D. Mobility: Bath City Centre footfall missed a Christmas
boost

§ Up to mid-December, footfall in Bath had not risen significantly as it did at the start of December
2019 (graph on the right hand side). This may reflect the cancellation of the Christmas market,
which was held in 2019 but not 2021.
Note: Latest data for the graph on the right hand side is week 49, 5th to 11th December 2021.

Source: Bath City Centre BID
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D. Mobility: Attendance at the workplace fell during Christmas
and showed a recovery at the start of January
§ Workplace activity in the West of England at the
start of December was similar to November;
average daily activity 28% down versus 29% down
on pre-pandemic levels.
§ Between 13th December 2021 and 4th January
2022 activity was 53% down on pre-pandemic
levels.

Level compared
with Jan-Feb 2020

§ Activity showed a recovery at the start of
January 2022. Between 4th and 13th January
activity was 35% down on pre-pandemic levels,
just below early December.
§ Over the last month (14th December to 13th
January), North Somerset has experienced more
activity compared to the other three local
authorities- see the below table.
Local authority

Workplace activity
daily average for the
last month

B&NES

49% down (on prepandemic)

Bristol

53% down

North Somerset

41% down

South Gloucestershire

48% down

Source: Google Community Mobility Reports (13 January)
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D. Mobility: Public transport activity fell around Christmas and
started to recover at the start of January
§ Public transport activity in the West of England
at the start of December was very similar to
November; average daily activity 28% down
versus 27% down on pre-pandemic levels.

Level compared
with Jan-Feb 2020

§ Activity fell around Christmas day and started to
recover at the start of January 2022.
§ Over the last month (14th December to 13th
January), North Somerset has experienced more
activity compared to the other three local
authorities- see the below table.
Local authority

Public transport
activity daily average
for the last month

B&NES

47% down (on prepandemic)

Bristol

51% down

North Somerset

38% down

South Gloucestershire

54% down

Source: Google Community Mobility Reports (13 January)

Note: Some Google Mobility data is missing for Bath & North East Somerset, North Somerset, and
South Gloucestershire between 17th August 2020 and 16th September 2020.
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D. Mobility: Public transport usage fell after Christmas and is
below pre-pandemic levels
§ Department for Transport (DfT) national data shows that over the past month rail use was around 52% of pre-pandemic levels and
bus use (excluding London) was around 62%. Car use was also around 82% of pre-pandemic levels. For all three of these modes,
activity fell after Christmas, and then started to increase in the second week of January 2022. Please note that the different
modes of transportation use different baselines (more information can be found here).

Source: DfT (Transport use during the COVID-19 pandemic)
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E. Cost of Living: Inflation expected to outstrip earnings
growth for most of 2022
§ Recent UK data from the ONS shows that
growth in regular pay (excluding bonuses)
for September to November 2021 was
3.8%. In real terms (adjusted for
inflation), regular pay has shown no
growth (0.0%) for the period.
§ Consumer Price Index (CPI) Inflation rose
through 2021. The Bank of England
expects it to continue to rise at the start
of 2022 before peaking at 6% in the
spring. Inflation is expected to be above
nominal earnings growth in 2022 until the
end of the year.
§ As a result, real earnings are expected to
continue to fall for most of 2022 before
returning to slow growth (0.1%) towards
the end of 2022.

Source: Resolution Foundation Q4 2021 Labour Market Outlook, Labour market overview, UK (18 January 2022)
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E. Cost of Living: The increase in the energy price cap is set to
increase fuel stress
§ A key driver of the high inflation expected
by the Bank of England during 2022 is
energy prices.
§ Currently, the average annual household
energy bill in England is £1,277. However,
this is set to jump to £2,000 when the
energy price cap is increased on 1st April
2022.

Proportion of households currently and set to be in fuel stress by region

§ As a result it is expected that the share of
households experiencing ‘fuel stress’ will
increase. Fuel stress is defined as a
household spending more than 10 per cent
of its budget on energy.
§ The Resolution Foundation estimated that
in the South West the proportion of
households experiencing fuel stress would
increase from 11% to about 28%. For the
West of England, this would mean
approximately 62,500 additional households
experiencing fuel stress in summer 2022.

Note: Fuel stress in England is set to triple from 9% to 27% from Winter
2021/22 to Summer 2022.

Source: Resolution Foundation- Higher and Higher article, Nomis (West of England Household numbers)
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F. Covid-19 Response: Autumn and Winter Plan
§ On Tuesday 14 September, the government published its Covid-19 Response: Autumn and Winter Plan.
§ The plan puts forward how the government will support businesses and citizens to live safely with coronavirus
during the autumn and winter months, without the need to impose restrictive lockdowns.
§ On Wednesday 8 December, the Prime Minister confirmed that Plan B measures would be in effect across England from Monday 13
December
§ On Sunday 12 December, the government announced the launch of its Omicron Emergency Booster Mission, with the government
bringing forward its original target of ensuring all eligible adults over the age of 18 in England had their coronavirus booster jab by the
end of January to ensuring all eligible adults receive their booster jab before the New Year.
§ On Wednesday 19 January, the Prime Minister announced that Plan B measures will expire on 26 January 2022, and then England will
return to Plan A.
Plan A: The Government’s current plan of action

Plan C: Last Resort

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan B: If the NHS comes under “unsustainable
pressure”
Vaccine boosters for 50+ age groups and all those in •
Mandatory vaccine passports in certain settings,
the extremely clinically vulnerable category.
such as nightclubs and major events.
Offering vaccines to under-16s (12 – 15-year-olds).
•
Make face coverings compulsory in certain
Continued R&D in antivirals and other treatments.
settings.
PCR tests will continue to be offered free of charge. •
Public awareness campaign of increased risk.
NHS Track, Trace & Isolate System to continue.
•
Return of “Work From Home” guidance.
Major flu-vaccine drive to ease pressure on NHS.
Increased funding for NHS and Social Care to clear
the NHS backlog and improve services.
Awareness campaign to help the public to minimise
risks (Hands, Face, Space, Fresh Air).
Helping international vaccine drive and controlling
risks at UK borders.
New rules on international travel to be announced
before 1 October.

National lockdown.
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F. Covid-19 Response: Support for Businesses
Autumn and Winter Plan
§ No new funding schemes are announced in the Winter Plan for local authorities or businesses
§ The Winter Plan confirmed continued access for local authorities to national support schemes and that
financial support schemes for those required to self-isolate would continue
Omicron Emergency Support
§ Following the emergence of the Omicron variant, additional support programmes were announced for
England by Rishi Sunak on 21st December 2021:
Fund

Description

Allocation to West of England

Omicron Hospitality and
Leisure Grant Scheme

One off grants of up to £6,000 per premises

£11.5m

Additional Restrictions
Grant

£100m funding boost for local authorities to
support businesses most in need

£1.98m

Cultural Recovery Fund

Additional £30m funding allocated to support
cultural sector

Statutory Sick Pay Rebate
Scheme (SSPRS)

Reintroduction of SSPRS which allows employers to
reclaim up to 2 weeks sick pay payments due to
Covid-19 related absences

No data released yet.
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Contact us
westofengland-ca.gov.uk
economicanalysis@WestOfEngland-CA.gov.uk
WestofEnglandCA
West-of-England-Combined-Authority
For further information on support available to businesses, visit the
West of England Growth Hub: wearegrowth.co.uk

